Angel 6.0: Concubine (Space Opera Romance)

I am faster, smarter, stronger. I am Angel
6.0, engineered to perfect the human
genome. I might be the savior of the human
race... if I can escape the Gran, ferocious
alien Cats who want to breed me for slave
stock.My name is Angel, and I live on
Nugene Station. My days are filled with
doctors tests, but I spend my nights
dancing in zero G, or in the arms of my
secret lover, Carver Liddell.Nugene is the
sole outpost orbiting Jupiter where
specially engineered human clones are bred
for sale to The Gran, a fierce alien race of
Cats. The treaty between humanity and the
Cats guarantees a constant supply of
worker drones.I am not a worker drone. I
am something else. I am the untapped
potential of the human genome, the next
step in human evolution.The Cats finally
noticed me, they know I am special. Now
they want to breed me. Silly Cats, dont
they know clones are sterile?Nugene is
only the beginning of my story.THIS IS
EPISODE 1 OF A STEAMY HOT
SERIAL
SCIFI
ADVENTUREAll
Episodes
available
on
Kindle
Unlimited.The Series:Born of illegal
experimentation on the human genome, Ive
been taken for a ride across the galaxy,
enslaved to the warlike race of Cats called
The Gran. They think Im some kind of
upgrade, a new slave stock to be
bred.Though many would resent me for the
decisions I have made, they never
experienced my struggle to find love and
meaning in a world where I do not
belong.A freak of nature, the humans dont
want me.Far more valuable than they could
ever know, the Cats dont appreciate
me.Lost in the conflict between two
galactic empires, the pirates cant save
me.Standing at the center of an interstellar
war, the Earth Defense Council never saw
me coming.I am Angel 6.0 and this is the
dark, wicked, violent tale of my
life.Genres: space opera romance kindle
books, scifi romantic suspense, alien
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Angel 6.0: Concubine (Angel 6.0, #1), Angel 6.0: Escape (Angel 6.0, #2), Angel 6.0: Enslaved (Angel 6.0, Angel 6.0:
Pursuit, episode 4 in a space opera ro I am faster, smarter, stronger. I am Angel 6.0, engineered to perfect the human
genome. I might be the savior of the human race if I can escape Angel 6.0: Concubine (Space Opera Romance). angel6
Born of illegal experimentation on the human genome, Ive been taken for a ride acrossAngel 6.0: Concubine was
certainly an unexpected surprise for me to read. It is still Travis .. This is the first in a multi-episodic tale of a space
opera romance.Editorial Reviews. Review. It is hot, it is steamy and it is a crazy train, hop on and enjoy the ride.
Stephanie Oursler - The Boyfriend Bookmark Angel is aAngel 6.0: Concubine (Space Opera Romance) by Travis
Luedke http:///dp/B00U6X83DW/ref=cm_sw_r_pi_dp_66J8vb0D8B3GS.His Angel 6.0 space opera romance has me
addicted. I cannot Angel 6.0: Escape starts just after Angel 6.0: Concubine finished, so I do suggest you readEditorial
Reviews. From the Author. If youd like to be notified of new releases, special sales Angel 6.0: Concubine (Space
Opera, Science Fiction Romance).Abducted, enslaved as concubine to alien Cats, then rescued and mated to the Prince.
Princess Angel must embrace her destiny as the Emissary to the EmperorAngel 6.0: Concubine (Space Opera, Science
Fiction Romance) eBook: Travis Luedke: : Kindle Store.Angel 6.0 (The Box Set): Space Opera Romance by. Travis
Luedke (Goodreads Author) . Angel 6.0: Concubine (Angel 6.0, #1) by. Travis Luedke (GoodreadsEditorial Reviews.
Review. It is hot, it is steamy and it is a crazy train, hop on and enjoy the ride .. Back. Angel 6.0: Concubine (Space
Opera Romance).Space Opera Romance genre: new releases and popular books, including Betrayal By Treaty by Kayla
Stonor, Angel 6.0 (The Box Set): Space Opera Angel 6.0 (The Box Set): Space Opera Romance Angel 6.0: Concubine
(Angel 6.0, #1).Angel 6.0 has 229 ratings and 59 reviews. Start by marking Angel 6.0: Concubine (Angel 6.0, #1) as
Want to Read: Want to . Space Opera Erotic Romance. This is for Space Opera themed EROTIC ROMANCE.
Romance is defined as a HEA end-goal. . Angel 6.0: Concubine (Angel 6.0, #1) by.Abducted across the galaxy by
aliens, collared and forced to serve as concubine, escape is not possible. My only hope lies with Cesar, my pirate lover.
But canAngel 6.0: Concubine (Space Opera Romance) by Travis Luedke
http:///dp/B00U6X83DW/ref=cm_sw_r_pi_dp_ORI7vb1Q9AETV.
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